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Introduction 

This guide will help you learn everything you need to know to start monitoring 

your first topic with Unamo Social Media. We'll walk you through setting up 

your project and picking the right keywords or profiles to monitor. We will also 

guide you through each app module so you can effectively analyze the data 

gathered for you. We hope that this knowledge will help you gain a better 

understanding of how to use our platform to grow your business, gain new 

clients, understand public sentiment about your brand, and protect your 

brand's image. 

Let’s get started! 
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What is Social Media Monitoring? 

Social Media Monitoring is the tracking of all social media interactions related 

to your brand, product, or topic of interest. By analyzing and drawing 

conclusions from the data, you can make your marketing strategy more 

successful. 

Unamo Social Media will help you do more than protect your brand's 

reputation. We also help you promote your content to the right audience, 

conduct  competitor research, and acquire new clients.  

Setting Up a Domain to Monitor 

When you set up your Unamo account for the first time, you'll be prompted to 

put in your domain's name. Your domain serves as a center for all topics related 

to it. You can add new domains, and switch between domains and topics in the 

future. 

 



How to Begin Monitoring a Topic 

Once you have created your domain, you can add a topic. A topic is your 

Social Media Monitoring campaign name. Just select the "Add a new topic" 

button in the right-hand corner, and you'll land on the setup page. The first 

decision you have to make is whether to create a basic or advanced project. 

In the basic topic creator, you can only name the project and decide which 

keywords or profiles to monitor. If you're just starting, this is the best option for 

you. Other settings are chosen for you by default, but you can always edit them 

later. 

When you're familiar with the different ways to set up and monitor the best 

keywords, you should use the advanced topic creator. There, you can also 

choose the name of the topic and the keywords/profiles you want to monitor. 

The main difference? Within the advanced configuration, you can also add or 

exclude channels, select the type of mentions you want to see in the app (only 

main posts, only comments, etc.), and decide if you want sentiment added 

automatically or after the mention is updated. 



Within both types of creators, you have the option to monitor either a specific 

keyword or profile. You should base your choice on your monitoring goals. 

Once you choose to monitor a specific keyword, the tool fetches all the 

mentions that contain that keyword across different social media channels. If 

you decide that you want to monitor a profile, the tool shows you all the 

activities related to it. In the advanced settings, you can pick the type of 

mention you want to see in the feed. 

Different types of mentions you can monitor using Unamo Social Media: 

• All Posts and Comments 

• Only Main Posts 

• Only Comments (Our algorithm will show you both comments with your 

keyword and comments without your keyword that appeared in context of 

the entire discussion.) 

• Only Comments with Keywords 

• Only Comments Without Keywords 

• Only Main Posts and Comments with Keywords 

You can learn more about keyword selection in the next chapter. 
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How to Set up Correct Queries for Your Social Media 

Monitoring Topic 

To monitor chosen social media channels in an effective way, you need to set 

up keywords that will deliver the most tailored and accurate mentions. 

Depending on your goals, what you decide to adjust for better results will differ. 

Yet, the general rule for adding keywords in Unamo Social Media remains the 

same. So, let us guide you through the basics. 

Types of Keywords in Unamo Social Media 

You will want to have a goal in mind before you start adding keywords to your 

Unamo campaign. For example, let's say you own an e-commerce shop instead 

of a brick-and-mortar venue. The keywords you choose to monitor will change. 

Brick-and-mortar retailers may want to emphasize location keywords, while 

online retailers might emphasize purchase intent keywords. 

To start a campaign with Unamo, you need a main keyword. A main keyword 

tends to be broad, containing one or two words. Any mentions gathered will 

contain the main keyword. 



After adding the main keyword, you will want to narrow your results by adding 

required or excluded keywords. Required keywords have to appear in the 

mention with the main keyword. They do not have to appear close together. 

Excluded keywords cannot appear in the same mention as the main keyword. 

Pro Tip: You do not have to add required or excluded keywords to gather 

mentions. However, they can help you get more actionable data. 

Keyword Setup 

Let’s say you own an e-commerce, special occasion dress shop. You do not 

carry any children’s clothing. You will want to include "special occasion" words 

as your required keywords and exclude any mentions regarding children. 



Going forward, you will see all mentions including the main keyword and any 

required keywords. As an online dress shop, you may find that you want to 

narrow your search further to get more actionable results and to reach out to 

potential customers. 

To do so, you can begin by selecting “Edit Topic” and adding/excluding global 

keywords. 

  

Globally required/excluded keywords are keywords that must appear in any 

mentions gathered using main keywords.  

You can add as many keywords as you’d like here. The more keywords you 

add, the more results you get. 

Here, it's good to use keywords that have intent. Try using keywords that have 

purchase intent, informational intent, or location intent. 



• Purchase Intent Keywords: Looking for, Buy, Want, Need, etc... 

• Informational Intent Keywords: How to, Advice, Help, etc... 

• Location Intent Keywords: London, Yorkshire, New York, etc... 

Let's go back to our example. Our e-commerce site will want to use purchase 

intent keywords to target customers looking for special occasion dresses. 

The result? You can see mentions from users who are looking for a dress, and 

you can reach out to them. Here's an example: 

 

Unamo delivers mentions that always pair the main keyword with one or more 

of its required keywords plus one or more of the globally required keywords.  

For example:  

Main Keyword (Dress) + Required Keyword (Prom) + Globally Required Keyword (Need) = Mention 

Let's say you have three main keywords with 15 different required keywords 

each and a set of six globally required keywords. 

Main Keyword (1) + Corresponding Required Keyword (1+) + Globally Required Keyword (1+) = Mention 

You may find that these results are still not targeted enough for your needs. 

Not to worry. There are a couple of ways to further tailor results: 



THE FORWARD SLASH RULE (/) 

You can decide how close the required keywords must appear in relation to 

the main keyword. Add your keyword with a / and a number. The number is 

how many words you would like the required keyword to be from the main 

keyword.For example: 

• Main Keyword: Dress 

• Required Keyword: New Years/3 

Now, the required keyword "New Years" must appear within three words of 

"Dress." 

THE ASTERISK RULE (*) 

You can also decide if you want to see suffixes, variants, and conjugations of a 

keyword. Add your keyword and put an * to see all ending variants of a word.  

For example: 

Keyword: Dress* 

• The results will then include: Dress, Dresses, Dressed, Dressing, etc... 

Pro Tip: You can combine the asterisk and the forward slash to get tailored results - dress*/3  

Finally, you don’t have to worry about capitalization. Our search is not case-

sensitive and we monitor all versions. 
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Monitoring Different Channels 

You've decided that your business needs to monitor social media channels to 

get a better understanding of people's perceptions about your products or 

brands. Now, you have the opportunity to listen to both positive and negative 

mentions and react to them quickly. Monitoring different social media channels 

allows you to get deep insights about current customers, competitors, market 

influencers, and trends. 

The main social elements that you can measure and track with Unamo Social 

Media are: 

• Social Engagement 

• Sentiment 

• Sources 

• Influencers 

• Mentions 

Each element is presented differently within the tool. For example, the 

sentiment section shows you positive and negative satisfaction scores 

classified by gender.  



Unamo also allows you to track engagement across different social 

communication channels. We monitor, compare, store, and track all mentions 

made containing your keywords or referencing the profile you are monitoring. 

The social media channels that you can track are: 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

• Youtube 

• Instagram 

The amount of mentions and their corresponding percentages look like this: 

Unamo Social Media also has a Word Cloud feature, which is a collection or set 

of words that often appear in context of your chosen subject. The words 

appearing in the word cloud are the most frequently used words in all found 

mentions. The words that appear larger in the set are those most frequently 

used. You can use the feature when looking for new queries to monitor or even 

for SEO keywords to target.  

You can stay up-to-date 24/7 on all mentions that appear across different social 

channels with our handy tool called Mentions Feed. 
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Getting the Most Out of Your Mentions Feed 

The Mentions Feed helps keep you up-to-date on all mentions posted on social 

media regarding the topic you're monitoring. Here, you can see all mentions 

that contain the keyword you’re monitoring and/or posts and comments from 

tracked profiles. 

There are various ways to filter mentions. You can filter by entry type, source, 

link type, gender and sentiment, or author. You can also isolate the most 

popular mentions or the latest ones. By doing so, you can quickly see a list of 

mentions (along with their metrics) that are of the utmost importance to you in a 

specified time. This helps you remain organized, and also shows you who your 

target audience is and how they feel - all information that can change 

depending on marketing campaigns and launches. So, it's always good to keep 

an eye on it! 



Unamo Social Media also provides you with a lot of metrics regarding mentions 

that show up in your feed. 

First, let's look at sentiment.  A mention's "sentiment" is the attitude (emotion) 

of the person toward a specific topic or brand. There are 3 types of sentiment - 

positive, negative, and neutral. Monitoring mentions' sentiment and other 

metrics results in a wealth of information on your clients' purchasing barriers (or 

motivation) and what influences them. Negative mentions regarding your brand 

or product give you insight on your clients' pain points. You also gain a starting 

point to act, reach out, and leave a good impression in the long run. 

Under every mention, you can also find the number of interactions (likes, 

comments, and shares ) it has inspired. These metrics give you a great 

understanding of the content's popularity. 

Also, each interaction requires a certain amount of effort from a user. For 

example, a share takes more effort than clicking "like." Unamo Social Media 

takes these interactions into consideration by providing a Popularity Score  -  

the number of total interactions for a given post. The more effort the user puts 

into the interaction, the more weight the action is given. We show you a 

summary of interactions multiplied by their specific weight. You can use the 

popularity score to determine if a marketing initiative was successful.  

Another metric is Potential Reach. This metric is based on the number of 

interactions a post has alongside the number of followers the poster (and re-

sharers) have. Essentially, it determines the probable number of people who 

could have seen the post. You'll get an idea of what type of content, sources, 

and influencers are popular in your sphere of interest. 



The last metric is the Estimated Ad Equivalent, which is the amount of money 

you would have had to pay for advertising to get the same result as you did 

through your organic social campaign. Estimated Ad Equivalent is an algorithm 

created by Unamo Social Media that takes the number of followers a profile 

has, sets reach as a multiplier, and then takes different interactions into 

consideration separately. While the valuation is an estimate, it is formed on the 

basis of the rates of the channels we’re monitoring, making it is a good metric 

to watch. 

Note: Reach and interactions, along with Estimated Ad Equivalent, are our 

premium features. Please contact us at success@unamo.com if you want to try 

them. 

To have a clear overview of your mentions over time, it is beneficial to group 

mentions that are related to each other. Grouping mentions also allows you to 

find recurring patterns in negative or positive mentions. Spotting patterns 

allows you to stop problems before they occur or to reward positive behavior. 

To group mentions, click the “Group” option beneath a specific mention. The 

mention will land in the Groups Module for you to download. 

Analyzing Different Metrics and Drawing Conclusions 

We created the Analysis Module to make it easy for you to dig deeper into the 

most important metrics of Social Media Marketing. Here, mentions are grouped 

based on types of interactions, gender, sources, and sentiment. 

 



Different charts in the Analysis Module can show you: 

• Gender-based Activity on Social Channels 

• Popularity of Social Channels Over Time 

• Gender-based Sentiment Analysis 

• And Much, Much More 

With these insights, you can tailor your marketing and content strategy to fit the 

needs of your audience.  
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To dig deeper into the metrics and really understand how to deliver the right 

marketing strategy to your audience, you will want to quick-check the rankings 

of influencers, sources, keywords, and mentions. You can then filter each by 

popularity, reach, and number of mentions to really begin a tailored strategy 

that drives results. 

Influencers Ranking shows you the most influential authors that are 

contributing to the topic that you’re monitoring. The ranking is a summary of all 

values from public posts shared on social channels in a given period for a 

particular author. 

Sources Ranking shows the top sources for mentions on your topic. The 

ranking is based on the number of mentions and the reach of each. It will help 

you understand which channels are the most popular with your audience.  



Word Ranking shows which words appear most often alongside your 

monitored keywords. You can use this feature to find better, more precise 

phrase(s) to monitor or group. 

 

Mentions Ranking shows which mentions have the widest reach. The ranking 

is based on the number of likes, comments, and shares. You can use the 

feature to thank your influencers or to better engage with your audience. 

By looking at the rankings, you can: 

• Find influencers for content promotion.  

• Find out which social channels to target.  

• Find better topics to monitor.  

You'll know where to focus your attention and how to boost your overall 

performance. 
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Compare and Draw Conclusions 

Another thing you can do is compare topics to find valuable information related 

to your advertising efforts. You will begin to see which promotions sparked 

different interests, and you can monitor the performance of a brand or a 

campaign during a specific time of year. You can also gain better insights by 

comparing yourself to your competitor(s) via the audience, their sentiment, 

engagement over time, and demographics. 

 

You can compare up to 6 different topics at a time, giving you an in-depth 

analysis. 
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It is important to be on top of what people are saying about your brand or topic 

online! That's why you might want to start creating alerts so you know when 

something big is happening! 

With Unamo Social Media, you can set an alert with a chosen name and email 

address.  

Choose when you want to receive the alert. You may want all alerts to come in 

at a specific time, to trigger in response to an event, or to pop up when a 

specific action takes place. You can choose which types of mentions you want 

to appear in the email. You can choose between all mentions, only main posts, 

only comments, and more. Essentially, you can tailor your trigger system 

exactly to your needs. 

 

Next, choose filters so you only receive the alerts you really care about. 

 

Finally, filter by most recent, most popular, most reach, or all of the above. It's 

really up to you. 



Another way to get your analytical data as a report is to use the Reports 

function. Unamo Social Media generates two types of reports: 

The Basic Report - a simple report to setup! All you need to do is give your 

report a name and a date range. The report will include all important metrics for 

your topic. 

The Advanced Report - a customizable reporting experience! You can use 

filtering options and add notes. It's perfect for benchmarking or reporting to 

clients. 
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Unamo Social Media dashboard is your management center for all topics  

related to your domain. You can add a new topic here or edit / delete existing 

topics.  

The dashboard gives you a clear overview of when each topic was created, its 

location, and how many new mentions appeared since you last logged in. 

The dashboard is the first thing you see when switching between domains or 

Unamo products. From here, the "Choose" button takes you to your topic 

where you can proceed to other features. 

• Mentions - Here you can filter mentions and have a closer look at mentions 

that appear for chosen keywords. By clicking on the arrow on the upper, 

right-hand side of the feed, you can switch to an auto-refreshed live stream. 

• Overview - Here you can see your data mapped out in charts - mention 

history, mention times, word cloud, sentiment, etc... 

• Analysis - Here you can see mentions analyzed and grouped according to 

different metrics, e.g., interactions, sentiment, and gender.  

• Rankings - Here you can see authors, sources, words, and mentions ranked 

according to popularity and reach. 



• Groups - Here you can find mentions divided into the topical sections you've 

created. 

• Comparisons - Here you can compare up to 6 projects and draw conclusions 

on similarities and differences. 

• Alerts - Here you can set up alerts that are sent to your e-mail address. 

• Reports - Here you can generate beautiful reports with all the most important 

data collected on your topic.  
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Settings 

By selecting the avatar in the top, right-hand corner, you can access the 

Settings Menu. Here, you can configure all of aspects of your account. 

Profile - You can change your personal and company settings, including your 

name, e-mail address, and password. Additionally, you can change the 

language and the timezone. You can also personalize your account with an 

avatar and an account picture. 

API (Only Unamo SEO) - Here you'll find your unique API token and a link to our 

public API documentation. 

Account Setting - Create an account name and add your company’s logo. We 

add both to each report you create. 

General- Here you'll find your basic information.  You can also delete your 

account in the bottom, right-hand corner.   

User Management - Here you can share access to your Unamo account with 

anyone you'd like. There are two different types of access - Regular and 

Administrator. Each is customizable, allowing you to control the level of access 

a user has.   

 



Integrations (Only Unamo SEO)  - Add your Google Analytics account. You can 

connect multiple Google Analytics accounts with access to your campaigns.  

After, you can view and compare crucial data. First, you can compare your 

keyword rankings and your organic, referral, paid, and social traffic in  one 

place (Please visit the Search Rankings section). Second, you can generate 

reports on your traffic rankings (Please go to the Reports section). Finally, you 

can receive notifications from us about spikes in your referral traffic (Please 

visit the Overview section). 

Billing Details - Here you can add your credit card number so you can continue 

to use Unamo. You can also change your current plan and update your credit 

card information. Also, you can use a coupon code if you have one.  

If you're interested in a custom plan, just drop us an e-mail at: 

support@unamo.com so we can create a plan tailored to your needs.   

If you’re already a customer, you can use this section to manage your payment 

details and check your invoices. 

Pricing & Products - Each product subscription is manageable in the account 

settings section. You can make adjustments to your plan or add extra features. 

Also, note that you can cancel a single subscription but not an entire account. 

Invoices- View all of your invoices here.  

Notifications (Only Unamo SEO) - Here, you can chose what type and how 

frequently you'd like to receive notifications from Unamo. 



Need Help? 

If you’d like to learn more about Unamo Social Media and its features, or in 

case of any questions and roadblocks, please feel free to send us a message 

at support@unamo.com.


